All tight monomials in quantum group for type A5 with t ≤ 6 are determined in this paper.
Introduction
The term "quantum groups" was popularized by V. G. Drinfel'd in his address to the International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) in Berkeley (1986). However, quantum groups are actually not groups; they are nontrivial deformations of the universal enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie algebras, also called quantized enveloping algebras. These algebras were introduced independently by Drinfel'd [1] (in his definition, these algebras were infinitesimal, i.e., they were Hopf algebras over the field of formal power series) and Jimbo [2] (in his definition, these algebras were Hopf algebras over the field of rational functions in one variable) in 1985 in their study of exactly solvable models in the statistical mechanics. Quantum groups play an important role in the study of Lie groups, Lie algebras, algebraic groups, Hopf algebras, etc.; they are also closely linked with conformal field theory, quiver theory and knot theory.
The positive part of a quantum group has a kind of important basis, i.e., canonical basis introduced by Lusztig [3] , which plays an important role in the theory of quantum groups and their representations. However, it is difficult to determine the elements in canonical basis, which is interested in seeking the simplest elements in canonical basis, i.e., monomial basis elements. Some efforts have been done for monomial basis elements in quantum group of type A n . Lusztig firstly introduced algebraic definition of canonical basis of quantum groups for the simply laced case (i.e., A n , D n , E n ), and gave explicitly the longest monomials for type A 1 , A 2 , which were all of canonical basis elements (see [3] ). Then, Lusztig [4] associated a quadratic form to every monomial. He showed that, given certain linear conditions, the monomial was tight, i.e., it belonged to canonical basis (respectively, semitight, i.e., it was a linear combination of elements in canonical basis with constant coefficients in  ) provided that the quadratic form satisfied a certain positivity condition (respectively, nonnegativity condition). He showed that the positivity condition (for tightness) always held in type A 3 and computed 8 longest tight monomials of type A 3 . He also asked when we had (semi)tightness in type A n . Based on Lusztig's work, Xi [5] found explicitly all 14 canonical basis elements of type A 3 (consisting of 8 longest monomials and 6 polynomials with one-dimensional support). For type A 4 , Hu, Ye and Yue [6] determined all 62 longest monomials in canonical basis, Hu and Ye [7] gave all 144 polynomials with one-dimensional support in canonical basis, and Li and Hu [8] got 112 polynomials with two-dimensional support in canonical basis. For type A n (n ≥ 5), Marsh [9] carried out thorough investigation. He presented a semitight longest monomial for type A 5 . However, he proved that a class of special longest monomials did not satisfy sufficient condition of tightness or semitightness for type A n (n ≥ 6) (although it might turn out that the corresponding monomials were still tight). Reineke [10] associated a new quadratic form to every monomial, and gave a sufficient and necessary condition for the monomial to be tight for the simply laced case in terms of the quadratic form. By use of this criterion, Wang [11] listed all tight monomials for type A 3 , in which 8 longest tight monomials were the same as Lusztig and Xi's results.
Based on Reineke's criterion and some other results, all tight monomials for type A 5 with t ≤ 6 are determined in this paper. E E E i j , (1) t = 0,
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, tight monomials have 14 families; (4) t = 3, if 
Proof of Theorem 3.1
Consider the quiver
Let σ = id be the identity automorphism of Q, then valued quiver of ( )
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